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Abstract. We propose a method to detect new objects in a scene by
comparing an input query image and a movie database captured be-
forehand. Our method is based on both feature point matching and
edge matching. First, we select the most matched movie from the movie
database based on the number of matched feature points. In addition,
we can get unmatched points in the query by excluding the matched
points from all the extracted feature points in the query. Next, the most
matched frame is selected from the most matched movie. It has the most
matched points with an input query image. Canny edge detector is ap-
plied to both the query and the most matched frame in order to find
unmatched edges. By merging the results of unmatched points and un-
matched edges, new objects will be detected. Our method can be applied
to various scenes such as indoor and outdoor. In experimental results, we
represent that our proposed method achieves change detection in various
scenes.

1 Introduction

Change detection is one of the most attractive and important research topics
in computer vision and image processing. It can be a fundamental pre-process
for scene recognition or object recognition in various fields such as ITS (Intel-
ligent Transport System), GIS (Geographic Information System), medical filed,
aeronautic field and so on. For achieving change detection in images or movies,
background subtraction method is most popular. The method is the simplest
and most efficient to easily get differences between some images. Background
subtraction method requires images captured by static cameras such as security
cameras or precisely localized cameras such as satellite cameras [1, 2]. However,
it is difficult for these requirements to be satisfied in more general situations.
Recently, change detection is required in various scenes or situations or using
dynamic cameras.

Sato et al. had a movie database of a city environment in order to find changes
at different times [3]. Sand et al. detected changes in movies captured indoor and
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outdoor by using optical flow of feature points in matched frames [4]. Delaunoy
et al. made 3D models from sequence images for underwater change detection [5].
In these methods, there are limitations issued from lighting conditions, camera
rotation, texture-less objects and image resolution and so on.

To overcome these limitations, we propose a novel method by merging fea-
ture points and edge based methods. We apply SURF feature points detector
algorithm [6] as feature point matching method. This algorithm is robust to
rotation, scale and illumination change such as SIFT algorithm [7, 8]. In our
method, we extract unmatched SURF feature points between an input query
image and a movie database for finding new objects. In addition, we apply color
edge matching in order to find new objects which do not have rich textures and
cannot be described by SURF descriptor.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec.2, we describe the details of our
method for finding new objects in the input query image compared with the
database. Especially, in Sec.2.2, we explain how to generate a movie database
as a pre-processing. In Sec.2.6, we define an evaluation function for change de-
tection by merging the result of feature points and edge matching. We compute
a probability of change occurrence in an input query image. In Sec.3, several
experiments are presented in various scenes such as indoor and outdoor.

2 Proposed Method

We propose a method to detect changes by comparing an input query image
and a movie database captured beforehand. Our proposed method is based on
feature point matching and color edge matching.

2.1 Overview

Fig.1 shows the overview of our proposed method. In our proposed method, for
detecting changes in the input query image, we perform feature point matching
and color edge matching. This is because we assume that changes in the input
query image have feature points and edges which do not exist in a database.

As a database, we have movies which have been captured in various scenes.
These movies have ID frames to identify the movie. An input query is one static
image. The input query image is also captured in various scenes that are con-
tained in the database. However, it is captured under differents light conditions,
camera rotation and distance.

In Fig.1, the input query image is firstly compared with ID frames of movies
in the movie database. By SURF descriptor, the most matched movie is se-
lected based on the numbers of mathed feature points between the input and ID
frames. This selected movie is utilized for feature point matching. In addition,
in this selected movie, one frame is picked up for color edge matching. Finally,
after feature point and color edge matching, we evaluate a probability of change
occurrence in the input query image.
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Fig. 1. Overview

2.2 Database

In this section, we explain how to generate a movie database for our proposed
method. By definition, a movie database contains different uncompressed movies
captured at many places (e.g. laboratory, park, etc.). If changes happen such that
new objects are included in a scene, we will find the changes by comparing an
input query image and the movies. The captured range of a movie is narrow
so that the first frame and the last frame have an overlapped area. Due to this
camera range, one movie can be represented by one ”ID frame” when the most
comparable movie is retrieved from the movie database. The center frame in a
movie is selected as an ID frame because we assume that the center frame has
the most overlapped areas.

2.3 Selection of The Matched Movie

First, it is necessary to select a movie in the database for comparison with the
input query image. In order to select the matched movie, we use the SURF
descriptor. The SURF descriptor can detect feature points in the input query
image and in ID frames in the database. In addition, the the SURF descriptor
can also compute correspondences in feature points between the input query
image and ID frames. Therefore, one movie is selected as the most matched
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movie based on the numbers of matched feature points between the input query
image and ID frames.

2.4 SURF feature Point Matching

For detection of changes in the input query image, we compare the input query
images and frames of the most matched movie in the database. From the most
matched movie, frames are selected in every 3∼5 frames because two consecutive
images have a large overlapped area and are less distinctive.

Through the selected frames, feature points are detected by the SURF de-
scriptor. Feature points in the input query image have been already detected in
Sec.2.3. Therefore, we can perform feature point matching between the input
query image and each selected frame. As a result, we can select the frame which
is captured from the most similar viewpoint based on the number of matched
feature points (this selected frame is used in Sec.2.5).

At the same time, as a result of feature point matching, unmatched feature
points also have been computed in the input query image. Becuase we assume
that most of unmatched feature points exist in areas where changes exist in
the input query image, we extract the unmatched feature points in the input
query image. However, there are a lot of outliers in the extracted unmatched
feature points. In order to remove outliers, the density around every extracted
unmatched feature point is considered. The density means the number of feature
points against fixed area around a focused feature point. For each feature point,
the density is computed. We set a density threshold. If the density is lower than
the threshold, the feature point is regarded as an isolated one. Also, it is regarded
as an outlier and removed. On the other hand, if the density is higher than the
threshold, the probability of change occurrence is high around the focused feature
point. Therefore, the focused feature point is preserved. Fig.3 shows preserved
feature points in the input query image.

Fig. 2. Extract unmatched feature points
Fig. 3. Preserved unmatched feature points
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2.5 Color Edge Matching

As described in Sec2.4, the most matched frame has already been selected. In
addition, as a result of feature point matching, matched feature points have also
already been computed between the input query image and the matched frame.

For color edge matching between the input query image and the matched
frame, it is necessary that the most matched frame is transformed to fit to the
viewpoints of the input query image. In order to perform the transformation,
we use homography. The homography can be computed by correspondences in
the matched feature points between the input query image and the matched
frame. For computing a homography precisely, it is necessary to remove outliers
in the correspondences in the matched feature points. We utilize RANSAC algo-
rithm [9] for removing outliers. As a result of RANSAC, a homography can be
computed for the transformation of the matched frame. After the registration
by the homography, color edge images are generated for finding newly added
objects. For generating color edge images, first, smoothing by median filter is
applied to remove noises in an image. In our experiments, median filter is better
than other smoothing methods in order to remove noises in an image. In addi-
tion, median filter can better preserve contours and edges of new objects. Next,
edges are detected by Canny edge detector in the smoothed input query image
and matched frame. We extract color information from the input query image
and the matched frame and give the color information onto the detected edges.
(See Fig.4.)

In order to perform color edge matching, the input query image is regularly
divided into some blocks of pixels(Left side of Fig.5). Each block is treated as a
template window for color edge matching. In this case, we set the window size as
20 × 20 pixels. The size of searching area for edge matching is also determined
beforehand in the most matched frame. In this case, we set the size 40 × 40
pixels.

In the beginning of color edge matching, the center coordinate of the search-
ing area is set to the same coordinate of the center of the template window. The
template window moves in the searching area by raster scanning and computes a
similarity by SSD. The most matched area in the searching area gives the lowest
value of SSD. We set the threshold to separate the following processes. If the
value of SSD of the most matched area is lower than the threshold, edges in
the template window can be regarded as unchanges and removed. On the other
hand, if the value of SSD of the most matched area is higher than the threshold,
some parts of edges in the template window are regarded as changes. In order to
extract edges of changes precisely, it is necessary for similar parts of edges to be
removed between the template window and the most matched area. Therefore,
remaining parts of edges in the template window can be regarded as edges of
changes.

Fig.7 shows overlaid results of feature point matching and color edge match-
ing. Remaining feature points and edges can be regarded as feature points and
edges of changes in the input query image. The area surrounded by green lines
is the area where the most matched frame are transformed. As shown in fig.7,
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Fig. 4. Transformation, smoothing, and color edge extraction

Fig. 5. Color edge matching
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most of remaining feature points and edges are together especially in some areas.
This means that probabilities of change occurrence in these areas might be high.
In Sec.2.6, probabilities of change occurrence are evaluated in these areas.

Fig. 6. Remaining edge Fig. 7. Remaining feature points and edges

2.6 Evaluation of Probability of Change Occurrence

In this section, we explain how to compute a probability of change occurrence
based on distributions of remaining feature points and edges in Fig.7.

Normal Disribution In order to evaluate a probability of change occurrence
in every pixel, we use normal distribution (1).

fx,y(d) =
1√

2πσ2
exp

(
− (d− µ)2

2σ2

)
(1)

In the beginning, every pixel where remaining feature points exist has the
value ”1”, other pixels have the value ”0”. Pixels of ”1” have influences to sur-
rounding pixels like ”heat source”. The equation (1) can compute influenced
values depending on the Euclidean distances from pixels of ”1”. In this case, we
set µ=0, σ2=20. µ means median, σ2 means variance and d means the distance
from the focused pixel.

Considering influences to surrounding pixels, every pixel has the influenced
value. This value means the probability of change occurrence in every pixel. Fig.8
shows the evaluated probabilities of change occurrence using remaining feature
points distribution. In a similar way, the probabilities of change occurrence using
remaining edges are evaluated. Fig.9 shows the result of evaluation.
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Fig. 8. Evaluation of feature points Fig. 9. Evaluation of edge

Integration of SURF and Edge Evaluation In this section, we define the
following equation (2) in order to integrate separately evaluated results.

Fx,y(d) = {α∗SURFfx,y + (1− α) ∗Edgefx,y} 1√
2πσ2

exp

(
− (d− µ)2

2σ2

)
(2)

This equation takes into account that how separately evaluated values in a
pixel have influences to surrounding pixels. By using this equation, we can eval-
uate integrated probabilities of change occurrence. Fig.10 shows integrated eval-
uation of probabilities of change occurrence. In this equation, α means weight.
In this case, we set α=0.6, µ=0, σ2=20.

Fig. 10. Integrated evaluation Fig. 11. Classified areas
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3 Experimental Results

In order to evaluate our method, we have put into our database around 40 movies.
Input images are 20. They were captured in various scenes such as indoor and
outdoor(e.g. laboratory, park, etc.). In a similar way, many input query images
are also captured in various scenes and different times. Results are shown in
Fig.13 and Fig.14.

We apply 4 step colors to classify evaluated probabilities of change occurrence
in the input query image. As it can be seen in Fig.11, the red area means very
high probabilities, the black area means no probability. Fig.13 is the output
image on which classified probabilities are overlaid.

Fig. 12. Ground truth of changes Fig. 13. Overlaid result

Compared with the ground truth, some evaluated areas in the overlaid result
exist exactly on changes in the input query image. Especially, the checker board is
most highly evaluated and detected as a change. Because feature points and edges
can be detected easily and clearly on the checker board, therefore, mismatching
seldom happens in the area of it. Focused on the stuffed lion, this is also highly
evaluated as a change. However, the area around its mouth is not evaluated as a
change. This is why it is difficult to detect feature points or edges because there is
no rich textures or enough changes of color. In addition, some areas are wrongly
evaluated as changes, we guess there are two causes for these results. One is
mismatching of feature points or color edges. Especially, color edge mismatching
usually occures in rich texture areas. Even if the input query image and the
most matched frame are smoothed by Median filter, noises still remain there.
These noises lead mismatching of color edge and wrong evaluation. Second is
appearance or disappearance of hidden parts of known objects in our database.
These areas are often evaluated as changes. These can be regarded as main causes
which lead wrong evaluation of change occurrence.

Other results are shown in Fig14. These figures contain desirable and unde-
sirable results of change detection in the input query images. Without the result
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in the lowest row, most parts of changes in the input query images can have
been detected under some limitations such as light condition, camera rotation,
distance, indoor or outdoor. Focused on the matched frame in the lowest row,
this frame is not similar to the input query image. This is why the proposed
system can not have detected enough feature points between the input query
image and frames. From the result of change detection in the lowest row, we can
know that the proposed method can not work well if a desirable frame is not
selected as a matched frame.

Table1 shows percentages of watchings in each steps.

Selection of a matched movie Selection of a matched frame Change detection

90 % 80% 69%

Table 1. temp

Focused on the value of percentage of change detection, the following equation
(3) is used for computing.

Change detection(%) =
sum of detected changes

sum of changes in the input images
(3)

4 Conclusions

We proposed a novel method to detect changes in an input query image, com-
paring with movies in our database. In order to detect changes in an input
query image, we combine SURF feature points detector algorithm and color
edge matching. As Fig13 and Fig14 show, our proposed method achieves change
detection in various scenes and situations.

As our future works, it is necessary to remove main causes which lead wrong
detections of changes. In addition, it is also necessary to remove constrains which
we defined in Sec.2.2
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Fig. 14. Other results
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